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Abstract. Information networks in Wikipedia evolve as users collabora-
tively edit articles that embed the networks. These information networks
represent both the structure and content of community’s knowledge and
the networks evolve as the knowledge gets updated. By observing the
networks evolve and finding their evolving patterns, one can gain higher
order knowledge about the networks and conduct longitudinal network
analysis to detect events and summarize trends. In this paper, we present
SSNetViz+, a visual analytic tool to support visualization and explo-
ration of Wikipedia’s information networks. SSNetViz+ supports time-
based network browsing, content browsing and search. Using a terrorism
information network as an example, we show that different timestamped
versions of the network can be interactively explored. As information net-
works in Wikipedia are created and maintained by collaborative editing
efforts, the edit activity data are also shown to help detecting interesting
events that may have happened to the network. SSNetViz+ also sup-
ports temporal queries that allow other relevant nodes to be added so as
to expand the network being analyzed. To illustrate the above function-
alities, we also describe some example use cases of network analysis and
event detection.
1 Introduction
Information network refers to representing information as nodes and their inter-
relationships by edges. Such a network view of data has been widely adopted due
to the popularity of Web and Web 2.0. Web is essentially a gigantic network of
HTML web pages linking to one another. Wikipedia, a classic example of Web
2.0, is also information network with articles as nodes and the links between ar-
ticles as edges. Using Web browsers and search engines, users can easily navigate
and search relevant nodes in these information networks. The common design
assumption underlying the design of these browsers and search engines is that
users only care about node content only. Little emphasis is given to the links
and network structure except using them to determine the importance of nodes
using methods such as Pagerank[2]. There is also limited browsing and search
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tools for handling information networks that evolve with time. Unfortunately,
such evolving information networks are very common.
In this paper, we address the problem of visualizing and exploring evolving
information networks in Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a user-generated open encyclo-
pedia collaboratively edited by a large user community. Each Wikipedia article
written in Wikitext describes an information entity (e.g., an important person)
and contains links to other related information entities (e.g., country of birth,
company worked for, etc.). Using a web browser, users can browse Wikipedia
articles and navigate links from one article to another. Nevertheless, this mode
of user interaction does not support network view of Wikipedia information. It
is therefore difficult to gain the high level knowledge about the browsed articles
as part of the entire information network. Wikipedia also maintains historical
versions of an article under the history tab of the article and users can browse
historical versions of any articles. Nevertheless, these historical article versions
are viewed as singletons and not part of some evolving information network.
Visualizing and exploring evolving information networks is important for sev-
eral reasons. First, it enables us to understand the relationships among network
nodes in the time dimension. When a link has existed between a pair of nodes
for a long time, it is considered more permanent than another link that exists
for a very short time period or has been deleted by time. Second, visualizing and
exploring information networks allows one to study interesting network changes
that signify some interesting trends or events. Trends and events in real life are
often documented by information networks in real time. By tracking network
changes, one can possibly uncover them. For instance, to know how Internet
has evolved over time, one can observed in Wikipedia the “Internet” article
and other articles linked to or from this article. In December 2001, the “Inter-
net” article is linked to articles about “Email”, “Usernet Newsgroups”, “FTP”,
etc.. By December 2009, one find many new links to articles about “Facebook”,
“blog”, “Google Chrome”, etc. Unfortunately, there is a lack of tools designed
for studying these trends and events.
SSNetViz+ is a tool designed and implemented to overcome the limitation of
existing web browser in analysing Wikipedia information networks. As an exten-
sion of the earlier SSNetViz project [6] which focuses on visualizing and exploring
heterogeneous semantic networks, SSNetViz+ introduces a new time dimension
and a multi-version information network representation. It supports storage of
multiple versions of an information network with multiple node types. By in-
troducing new operators to manipulate information networks, it helps users to
better understand the relationships among networks, network trends and events.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the processing steps required in using SSNetViz+.
From Wikipedia articles, we first extract relevant information networks of multi-
ple versions based on the network analysis task to be conducted. At present, this
step is carried out semi-automatically. The extracted networks are stored in some
repository. Users can then perform interactive network analysis on the multiple
versioned networks using a combination of network manipulation operators and
network search.
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Fig. 1. Overview of SSNetViz+
There are a few design challenges for SSNetViz+. In the following, we outline
these challenges and our general approaches to tackle them.
– When multiple versions of information networks exist, how can they be vi-
sualized and explored without overloading users with too much information?
Information network can be very large in size. Having multiple versions of
information networks will only aggravates information overloading. As dis-
playing the entire network or multiple versions of the network on a PC screen
is usually infeasible and not useful for analysis, SSNetViz+ is designed to
show only one version of network at a time. Moreover, for a given version
of information network, we allow users to select a subset of nodes known as
anchor nodes and their neighboring nodes to be visualized. This incremental
exploration approach reduces the amount of information to be shown at the
same time allowing the users to focus more on the interesting sub-networks
and versions.
– How can time-based network analysis be performed easily? An important
purpose of using SSNetViz+ is to find interesting sub-networks and versions
through visual means. We realise this capability by introducing: (a) time
scrollbar for examining nodes created at different points in time; (b) histor-
ical node statistics to guide users in exploiting Wikipedia user activity data
so as to identify the interesting network versions; (c) delta graph operator
to compare different versions of network; and (d) search enabled network
exploration that allows new interesting nodes to be added to the visualized
sub-networks to expand the scope of network analysis.
– How can information networks with multiple versions be searched? SSNetViz+
incorporates a keyword search engine that allows users to search for inter-
esting nodes containing keywords within a user given time period. As the
same keywords may appear in different versions of the information network,
we have to develop a new node result ranking function that consider the
versions that contain the keywords.
In this paper, we will illustrate SSNetViz+ using a terrorism information
network example. We create this information network by gathering terrorism
related articles and links among them. Using this real example, we highlight the
strengths of using SSNetViz+ for analysing evolving information networks.
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2 Related Work
There are several previous research works related to this paper. The first body
of related works is related to visual analytics on graph or network data. A good
survey on graph or network visualization is given in [4]. The survey describes a
variety of graph layout techniques that are applicable to both tree and graph
structures. It also covers clustering techniques that summarize the amount of
network information to be visualized. In the context of scientific literature, Chen
also proposed several visualization techniques for citation, co-citation and other
forms networks embedded in the document collections [3]. His work also intro-
duced the concept of pivotal point which refers to an article with high between-
ness centrality value. Such an article is believed to be important for the users
to examine. Yang, et al., described a visual analytic toolkit for detecting events
in an evolving information network. The main idea is to define seven differ-
ent events to be tracked for the network, to visualize and explain the network
changes[10]. This work shares the same objectives as ours but we rely more on
user activity data to find events. We combine visualization, search and analysis
in the SSNetViz+ while the toolkit is more for visualization only.
In Wikipedia, there are also works on extracting topic or ontological net-
works from article content. Wu and Weld proposed the Kylin Ontology Genera-
tor (KOG) to extract ontology from infoboxes of Wikipedia articles and combine
it with WordNet[9]. DBpedia represents an ongoing efforts to extract Wikipedia
tagged content turning them into a knowledge base of RDF data[1]. Kittur,
Chi and Suh extracted category tags of Wikipedia articles and derived the high
level topic distribution of each article using the extracted category tags. By per-
forming topic analysis on Wikipedia topics in January 2008 and July 2006, they
concluded that “Natural and physical sciences” and “Mathematics and logic” are
the two fastest growing topics[5]. To visualize revision history of a Wikipedia ar-
ticle, Nunes, et al., proposed a timeline representation of article revision activity
and implemented that as an application known as WikiChanges[7]. HistoryViz
is yet another web application that allows users to examine events and related
entities of a person entity using data in Wikipedia[8]. Our work differs from the
above as we use Wikipedia article titles as nodes in the information network
instead of extracting nodes or events from article content. We study Wikipedia
articles in an evolving network as opposed to one article evolving in isolation.
3 Modeling of Evolving Information Networks
3.1 Multi-version Information Network
Information network is the basic data structure SSNetViz+ is designed to rep-
resent and manipulate. We define an information network G = 〈V,E〉 to be set
of nodes V and a set of directed edges E. Every node belongs to some node type
and nodes of the same type share a common set of attributes. Similarly, edges
are of some edge types but they do not carry any attributes. For Wikipedia, the
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nodes are articles and the directed edges are links from articles to other arti-
cles. As Wikipedia allows users to modify or revise articles, it results in multiple
versions of information network for those articles.
An article vi ∈ V in the information network can have multiple versions
{vi1, vi2, · · · , vi,|Ti|} created at different timestamps Ti = {ti1, ti2, · · · , ti,|Ti|}.
Each article version vik may have links to other articles and we denote these
links by Eik ⊆ V . Given a set of articles V , we assume that their versions can be
linearized by timestamp and we define a version of the information network for
each timestamp. Formally, we define a multi-version information network
〈V,E〉 as a series of information networks represented by 〈V,E,T〉 where V =
{(vi, tij)|vi ∈ V ∧tij ∈ Ti}, E = {(vi′ ,vj′)|∃vi, vj ∈ V, ∃tik ∈ Ti, ∃tjk′ ∈ Tj ,vi′ =
(vi, tij)∧vj′ = (vj , tjk′)∧ tik ≥ tjk′ ∧vj ∈ Eik}, and T is the union of all articles’
timestamps, i.e., T = ∪vi∈V Ti.
Given a multi-version information network 〈V,E,T〉, we can induce another
multi-version information network with given nodes Vt ⊆ V at a timestamp t (t
may or may not be in T) defined by 〈Vt,Et〉 where Vt = {(vi, tij) ∈ V|vi ∈
V ∧ tij is the latest timestamp at or before t}, Et = {(vi,vj)|vi,vj ∈ Vt}. The
induced information network is thus a snapshot of the multi-version information
network at the timestamp t. SSNetViz+ is designed to induce information net-
works with user specified node set at regular timestamps, e.g., weekly or monthly,
for visualization and exploration. This requires a much smaller data size to be
manipulated by SSNetViz+ compared with the original multi-version informa-
tion network, hence reducing the overheads in network exploration. Henceforth,
we will therefore use information networks and induced information networks
interchangeably.
3.2 Manipulation of Information Networks
Based on a set of induced information networks with equally spaced timestamps,
we can manipulate the networks using a set of operators so as to explore the
networks. In the following, we define some formal operators for this purpose.
Addition of an article node. This operator essentially adds a new node
v′ into an existing induced information network 〈Vt,Et〉 by returning a new
induced information network 〈V′t,E′t〉 where (a) V′t = Vt∪{(v′, t′)|(v′, t′) ∈ V∧
t′ is the latest timestamp at or before t}, (b) E′t = Et ∪ {(v′,vj)|v′ = (v′, t′) ∈
V′t ∧ ∃vj ∈ V′t, (v′,vj) ∈ E} ∪ {(vj ,v′)|v′ = (v′, t′) ∈ V′t ∧ ∃vj ∈ V′t, (vj ,v′) ∈
E}.
When a new node is added, its links to the existing induced information
network are also included in the new network if the links are to nodes in the ex-
isting network. Similarly, we can remove an article node an induced information
network by removing the relevant node and its links.
Removal of an article node. The node removal operator deletes a node
v′ from an existing induced information network 〈Vt,Et〉 by returning a new
induced information network 〈V′t,E′t〉 where (a)V′t = Vt−{(v′, t′)|(v′, t′) ∈ Vt},
(b) E′t = Et − {(v′,vj)|(v′,vj) ∈ Et} − {(vj ,v′)|(vj ,v′) ∈ Et}.
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Delta difference of two induced information networks. The delta dif-
ference of two induced information networks at timestamp t1 and t2 (assume
t1 < t2), 〈Vt1,Et1〉 − 〈Vt2,Et2〉 returns three information networks, namely:
– 4+ network, 〈V +, E+〉, defined by (a) V + = {v|(v, t) ∈ Vt2∧ 6 ∃(v, t′), (v, t′) ∈
Vt1, and (b) E+ = {(v, w)|((v, tk), (w, t′k)) ∈ Et2∧ 6 ∃((v, tl), (w, t′l)), ((v, tl), (w, t′l)) ∈
Et1.
– 4− network, 〈V −, E−〉 defined by (a) V − = {v|(v, t) ∈ Vt1∧ 6 ∃(v, t′), (v, t′) ∈
Vt2, and (b) E− = {(v, w)|((v, tk), (w, t′k)) ∈ Et1∧ 6 ∃((v, tl), (w, t′l)), ((v, tl), (w, t′l)) ∈
Et2.
– 40 network, 〈V 0, E0〉 defined by (a) V 0 = {v|(v, t) ∈ Vt1 ∧ (v, t′) ∈ Vt2,
and (b) E0 = {(v, w)|((v, tk), (w, t′k)) ∈ Et1 ∧ ((v, tl), (w, t′l)) ∈ Et2.
The 4+, 4− and 40 information networks represent the added, deleted and
remaining parts comparing the newer and older information networks respec-
tively. Note that this operation does not return an induced network. The three
resultant networks are not time specific.
3.3 Example Terrorism Information Network
In the SSNetViz+ project, we construct a terrorism information network with
multiple versions from Wikipedia. This network consists of 813 terrorist articles,
439 terrorist group articles and 1797 incident articles. These articles were iden-
tified by first using the terrorism related entities provided by MIPT’s Terrorism
Knowledge Base (TKB) to locate the relevant Wikipedia articles, followed by an-
other round of human checking so as to remove wrongly matched articles. Once
the terrorism articles had been found, we manually identified the links between
entities represented by these articles. A total of ??? links have been found. We
extracted the version histories of all selected articles and constructed the induced
information networks from the version histories with monthly timestamps. The
final induced information networks cover the period from XXX to XXX. Other
information networks can also constructed in the similar way before SSNetViz+
is used.
4 Network Visualization and Exploration
4.1 Overview of User Interface
In this section, we present the visualization and exploration features of SS-
NetViz+. SSNetViz+ has an interactive user interface as shown in Figure 2.
The interface consists of: (1) a menu bar that allows information networks to be
loaded for visualization; (2) a search bar for querying the network nodes; (3) a
visualization panel for displaying networks and exploring them; (4) an anchor
node panel for maintaining a list of anchor nodes that are bookmarked by the
user to be interesting; and (5) a profile panel for displaying the Wikipedia article
of any selected node.
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Fig. 2. SSNetViz+ User Interface
4.2 Network Visualization and Exploration
Like its predecessor SSNetViz, SSNetViz+ display nodes of an information net-
work in different shapes depending on their node types. As shown in Figure ??,
terrorist group nodes (e.g., Al-Qaeda) and terrorist nodes (e.g., Osama bin
Laden) are shown in rectangles and ovals respectively. The lines between nodes
represent relationships with source nodes at the thick ends and destination nodes
at thin ends of the lines. One can perform normal and hyperbolic zooming, rota-
tion, and node positioning on the information network using the display options
and slide bar at the bottom of the main window. A set of important nodes to
be always included in the visualization panel can be bookmarked by the user as
anchor nodes. Anchor nodes are maintained in the anchor node panel and the
respective nodes in the visualization panel are adorned with a green box at the
right bottom corner. Whenever a node is selected, the article the node represents
will have its textual content appeared in the profile panel. A small red box on
the right top corner of a node indicate that this node is an anchor node. The
number in the red box shows the number of neighboring nodes not yet shown.
Time travel using scroll bar. SSNetViz+ incorporates several other unique
visual features. To help the user select an induced information network with a
specific timestamp for display, a time scroll bar at the bottom of the window is
used. Once a timestamp is selected, an appropriate induced information network
will be shown with appropriate colors assigned to the nodes indicating their ex-
istence statuses. The node existence status can be pre-stub (article not created
and cited yet), stub (article not created but cited) or created (article created and
cited). We use red, yellow and green to encode the three status values of nodes.
To help a user visualize when the node articles are cited and created, SSNetViz+
can display the life span bars of selected nodes which display the three stages
of the nodes in red, yellow and green. In this way, the user can easily tell when
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a node article is cited and created, and move the time scroll bar to a times-
tamp to examine the network and node articles at the timestamp. For example,
Figure 3(a) shows the Al-Qaeda’s network before its article was created. As we
move the time scroll bar to the later timestamps, the Al-Qaeda network evolves




(b) At June 6, 2002 (c) At April 18, 2003
Fig. 3. Al-Qaeda network on different time stamps.
Browsing articles based on past activities. To visualize the user activ-
ity behind an information network, SSNetViz+ allows user activity statistics of
selected nodes to be displayed in timeline charts. SSNetViz+ can display three
types of timeline charts, namely (a) number of links, (b) cumulative number of
revisions, and (c) number of words. Time scroll bar, again, can be move to the
appropriate timestamp to visualize the node articles and network at time points
which the articles show interesting changes in activity statistics. For example,
Figure 4 shows the link activity data for the Al-Qaeda node.
Fig. 4. Link Activity Data
Addition and removal of nodes. A new node can be added into or re-
moved from the existing information network by calling the node addition and
removal operators defined in Section 3.2. In addition, SSNetViz+ supports multi-
node addition when an existing node (adorned with red box) is selected for
neighborhood expansion. The expansion will includes all nodes linked to the se-
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lected node added to the information network. Multi-node removal is performed
removing the neighbors of the selected node collapsing the selected node’s neigh-
borhood.
Delta graph analysis. Delta graph analysis in SSNetViz+ is performed by
specifying a timestamp marker (using the button at the menu bar) and moving
the time scroll bar to another timestamp for comparing the information networks
at these two timestamps. The delta difference operation in Section 3.2 will be
called to return nodes and edges in 4+, 4− and 40 networks. The nodes and
edges in 4+ and 4− are shown in blue and red respectively, while those in 40
have color(s) unchanged. Figure 5 shows the delta difference of the Al-Qaeda’s
network between April 11, 2005 and January 22, 2006.
Fig. 5. Delta Graph Feature on Al-Qaeda
5 Temporal Search
SSNetViz+ supports temporal keyword search with start and end dates as shown
in the main interface window. The search returns node articles with revisions
between the start and end dates and containing the specified keyword(s). After
using Lucene to score the relevance of every revision, SSNetViz+ displays in
the result window the revision scores across timestamps of each relevant node
article as a colored line in a line chart as shown in Figure 6. The figure shows the
nodes containing the search keyword “al-qaeda” and the top 10 relevant nodes
are highlighted (including the three terrorist group nodes al-qaeda, taliban and
jama’at al-tawhid wal-jihad). Only the revision scores of these 10 nodes are
shown to keep the chart easy to read. The recent revisions of XXX node (in red)
are shown to be most relevant. This is followed by the revisions of YYY node
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(in pink). The line chart can be further zoomed in for more detailed viewing.
Such a line chart provides a useful temporal interpretation of the search result.
Fig. 6. Temporal Search Window
The left-panel of the result window enumerates all nodes of the search results
grouped by node type ranked by relevance. Each node result has a number of
revisions that satisfy the search criteria shown as a number in parentheses. Each
time, only 10 relevant nodes are highlighted and the user can always select the
next or previous 10 relevant nodes to examine.
Temporal search coupled with line chart can be used to locate relevant events
in relevant nodes. For example, when using ”september 11” keyword between 14
January 2000 to 14 January 2010, a sudden surge of revision relevance score
of a terrorist Zacarias Moussaoui was found around May 5, 2005 as shown in
Figure 7. Upon verification, we found out that Moussaoui had surprised the
court by pleading guilty to all September 11 related charges against him around
that time. This had caused in more frequent use of “september 11” keyword in
his article.
Selected nodes in the search results can be added to SSNetViz+’s visual-
ization panel as anchor nodesby dragging and dropping the nodes to the visu-
alization panel. This effectively combines search results with visualization and
exploration.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of SSNetViz+ a tool for
visualizing, exploring and querying evolving information networks in Wikipedia.
SSNetViz+ has been implemented using Java with the extracted information
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Fig. 7. Event Detection in Search Results
network data stored using MySQL database. SSNetViz+ manages multiple ver-
sions of information networks and supports operations to manipulate these net-
works. Using terrorism network as an example, we show the various capabilities
of SSNetViz+, including exploring information networks by timestamp, compar-
ing information networks across timestamps, and showing search results by line
charts.
SSNetViz+ is currently under user evaluation by terrorism experts from the
International Center for Political Violence and Terrorism Research (ICPVTR).
The future work items on SSNetViz+ include automatic identification and visu-
alization of interesting nodes and links based on user activity data and summa-
rization of search results that include inter-linked nodes articles.
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